Second Edition of the Residency
Programme 2022
Art Explora - Cité internationale des arts

8 artists will join the Art Explora - Cité
internationale des arts residency programme
from September 2022:

• Nikhil Chopra

• Manuel Mathieu

• Mizanur Rahman
Chowdhury

• Ser Serpas

• Alia Farid

• Luki von der
Gracht

• Clara Jo
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• Güneş Terkol

+

Art Explora
Cité internationale
des arts residencies
The Art Explora Foundation is committed to working with public
and private actors to support creative initiatives and the
circulation of culture in society at large. The aim is to underline the
key role of artists in tackling the major challenges and changes of
our time.
To this end, Art Explora has joined forces with the Cité
internationale des arts and the City of Paris to create a biannual
residency programme for artists and researchers in Montmartre,
just a stone’s throw from Sacré-Cœur.
Launched in 2021, the Art Explora - Cité internationale des arts
residency programme gives artists and researchers from all over
the world the opportunity to engage in research and creative work
in the heart of Paris, in collaboration with the French art scene and
professionals. It encourages creation in all its forms, disseminating
it to the largest possible public. The residents’ work focuses on the
theme of scientific and technological exploration and confronts the
major social and environmental issues of our time.
Some 20 residents are selected each year to participate in two
types of programmes:
A six-month SOLO residency programme for artists only.
A three-month DUO programme for a collaboration between a
researcher and an artist.
Both programmes are open to artists and researchers of all
nationalities, with no age limit, who can demonstrate a minimum of
five years of professional experience.
Eligible artistic disciplines include visual arts, performance arts, and
digital arts, and eligible research areas include humanities, social
sciences, technological innovation, sustainable development, art
criticism, and curating.
Each resident will be provided with a furnished studio flat of
approximately 50sqm, a living grant of €1,000 per month, and a
production grant of €3,000 euros for their project.
Throughout their residency, the artists benefit from tailor-made
support and contact with professionals from the French and
international scenes, as well as with the other residents of the Cité
internationale des arts. Art Explora and the Cité internationale
des arts are also developing a programme of artist encounters
featuring visits to the premises and studios as well as workshops,
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performances, film screenings etc.
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For the second session of the 2022 edition, 8 artists (62% of women) from 7 different
countries were chosen by a selection committee for the SOLO programme. They will
arrive at the Montmartre site of the Cité internationale des arts in September 2022 for a
residency of six months.

From September 2022 to February 2023, the artists in residency will be:

• Nikhil Chopra

• Manuel Mathieu

• Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury

• Ser Serpas

• Alia Farid

• Güneş Terkol

• Clara Jo
(United States and Germany)

• Luki von der Gracht

(India)

(Bangladesh)

(Kuwait and Puerto Rico)

(Haiti)

Christine Macel
General Heritage Curator,
Head of the Contemporary
Art and Prospective
Creation Department at
the Pompidou Centre
(France)
Hans-Ulrich Obrist
Artistic Director of the
Serpentine Galleries
(Switzerland & United
Kingdom)

1259

applications
submitted

+ 27 %
compared
to 2021

From
103 countries

(United States)

(Turkey)

(Germany)

Selection Committee
Diana Campbell
Betancourt
Artistic Director of the
Samdani Art Foundation
and Chief Curator of the
Dhaka Art Summit
(USA & Bangladesh)
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The 2022 edition:
Session 2

Vinciane Despret
Philosopher of Science,
Professor at the
University of Liège and
the Université Libre de
Bruxelles
(Belgium)
Simon Njami
Curator, Essayist, and
Art Critic
(Cameroon &
Switzerland)

Philippe Vergne
Director of the Serralves
Foundation
(France & Portugal)

After a successful call for projects
last year, we are very pleased with
the second cohort of artists that
will join our residency programme
in September. Through art, their
projects address key contemporary
issues of our time related to society,
science, or the environment, all of
which are very close to our mission
at the Art Explora Foundation. This
year’s edition solidifies our position
as an open and diverse space for
artists to share their experiences
and challenge established views. As
we strive to share art and culture
to everyone, we have developed an
encounter programme that aims
to bring the public, our artists, and
local associations and organisations
together.
Blanche de Lestrange,
Artistic Director of Art Explora
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The Residents

Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury
(Bangladesh)

Project: Poetry of Universal
Materials
Photo: Shivani Gupta

Biography
Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury was born in 1981
in Noakhali, Bangladesh. He is based between
Dhaka, Bangladesh and the United states. His
practice is interdisciplinary, playing with different
languages such as installation, assemblage,
movement, video, collage, sculpture, found
footage and experimental film to conjure
multifaceted artistic universes.
Residency project
Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury has been working
with recycled, discarded and ordinary everyday
materials for many years to explore energy,
sustainability and the environment. While France
is adopting a law to combat waste and to reuse
energy to transition from a linear into a circular
economy, it is, at the same time, discarding
a huge quantity of unwanted products that
are being wasted because of overproduction.
By investigating these contradictory policies
and perspectives, his project will focus on how
art-making can be an intervention to increase
sustainability for the sake of the environment.
Mizanur Rahman Chowdhury’s research will also
look at some recycling procedures such as how
the systems are maintaining incineration with
energy recovery. The project will be developed
through collaborations with different groups,
communities and waste management industries.

Nikhil Chopra (India)

Project: Recomposing the Panorama
Biography
Nikhil Chopra was born in Calcutta, India, in 1974. He is
© Dianna Snape
based in Goa, India, where he co-runs HH Art Spaces.
Nikhil Chopra’s artistic practice interweaves performance,
drawing, photography, sculpture and installations. His
performances, in large part improvised, dwell on identity
and its construction, autobiography and authorship, the
pose and self-portraiture. His work reflects on the process
of transformation and the part played by the duration
of performance. Nikhil Chopra is represented by Galleria
Continua (San Gimignano, Beijing, Les Moulins, Habana,
Roma, Sao Paulo, Paris).
Residency project
Recomposing the Panorama is a six-month immersive
artistic adventure in the heart of Paris, in the shadow of
the Sacré Cœur, which will unravel in two folds.

Slow walks, long observations, conversations,
performances, drawings, cooking and eating sessions,
dialogues and engagements will become a way of
discovering, collecting, recording and remembering. The
atelier at Art Explora will become home, studio, workshop,
kitchen, living room, dining table, library, gallery, theatre
and a place for silence. It will serve as a container and store
house of experiences and memories.
Part 2: Together (February)
The fermentation and pickling of ideas and bodies will come
together in the form of an event; a gathering, a happening,
a party, an exhibition, a celebration and a performance. An
attempt will be made to stitch together a new narrative
around time spent with a city and its inhabitants in the form
of an exquisite reimagined panorama.
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Part 1: To gather (September-January)
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Alia Farid
(Kuwait and Puerto Rico)

Project: Migrations of Form
Biography
Alia Farid was born in Kuwait in 1985.
She lives and works in Kuwait and Puerto
Rico. Through film and sculpture, her work
gives visibility to lesser-known histories
often deliberately erased. Alia Farid is
represented by Galerie Imane Farès (Paris).

During her residency, Alia Farid will pursue
her work Migrations of Form. This research
project is a study on a series of migrations
through an examination of transplanted
building types including businesses,
community centers, restaurants and
residential neighborhoods. This project
traces the eviction of Arab, African and
South Asian groups to Latin America and
the Caribbean. Alia Farid’s work brings
the sites in relation to each other, creating
a trans-regionalism that belies national
boundaries drawn on land.
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Residency project

Clara Jo
(United States and Germany)

Project: Epidemiological
routes and ruptures
The artist
Clara Jo was born in the United States in
1986. She lives and works in Berlin. Clara
Jo creates moving images and sculptural
installations that reengage sensitive
historical and ontological narratives in ways
that entangle the senses, perceptions and
constructed sociopolitical relationships
embedded within human experience.
Residency project
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During the residency, Clara Jo will explore
intersections, political entanglements and
ruptures along epidemiological routes
embedded within the Afrasian Sea, which
have historically been narrated in flawed
terms to bolster the imperial nautical
imaginary. She will trace maritime flows
of not only human but also beyondhuman encounters within pre-imperial
currents. Her project will also examine how
these narratives have been represented
throughout time along historical lines of
contagion, which ultimately feeds into
collective imaginations and fictions that
arise around fear of contamination from the
“non-human” world.
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Manuel Mathieu (Haiti)

Project: Recueil2
Biography
Manuel Mathieu was born in 1986 in Port-au-Prince,
Haiti, and lives and works in Montreal, Canada.
Manuel Mathieu is a multidisciplinary artist, working
across painting, ceramics and installation. His work
investigates themes of historical violence, erasure and
cultural approaches to physicality, nature and spiritual
legacy. Freely operating in between and borrowing from
numerous historical influences and traditions, Manuel
Mathieu aims to find meaning through a spiritual
or asemic mode of apparition. Manuel Mathieu is
represented by gallery Pilar Corrias (London).
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Residency project
Mathieu’s residency project will focus on the development
of Recueil2, his second recueil of drawings, to be released
in 2023. Drawing is an important part of Manuel
Mathieu’s practice; while not foundational to his
painting process, drawing “taught him how to look at
his paintings”. It is for this reason that he committed to
the production of a recueil of drawings every five years
for the duration of his life, which will summarise his
artistic explorations within the medium of drawing within
each period. Recueil2 will follow the same format as the
first, opening with a poem, following with a selection
of drawings and then an interview with a thinker. The
individuals invited for collaboration will be chosen from
different continents, with the idea that this exchange
of views will create a unique dialogue that will act as a
complement to the body of drawings.

Ser Serpas (United States)

Project: Creative License in Nonfiction
Biography
Ser Serpas was born in 1995 in Los Angeles, United States. She is based
between Tbilisi, Georgia, and Paris, France. She works in between sculpture,
poetry, painting and sound to create overarching compositions that resist
simple categorization in the face of fossilization. Ser Serpas is represented
by Gallery Balice Hertling (Paris).
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Residency project
Ser Serpas will finish the screenplay of a horror movie set at Columbia
University in the year 2013. It features a group of friends targeted by a
malignant force on campus and within their social sphere.
This story is loosely based on Rosemary’s Baby, and has been brought into
the material conditions of campus politics in 2013 including the fomenting
of the Black Lives Matter movement and the Red Tape protests on campus
against sexual assault.
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Luki von der Gracht (Germany)

Project: Les Étoiles de l’Hystérie
Biography
Luki von der Gracht was born in Aachen, Germany.
She lives and works in Berlin and Düsseldorf,
Germany. Luki von der Gracht’s cross-media work
is devoted to the exploration of emotionality,
social belonging, identity and gender in an effort
to gain greater visibility for marginalised groups.
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Residency project
Luki von der Gracht plans to research on body
politics and poetry, and examine societies’
relationship to misogyny and medicine,
theatricality and religion. This utopian punkrockopera, Les Étoiles de l’Hystérie, plays in Hôpital de
la Salpêtrière in Paris between 1875 and 2023. It is
told from the female patients’ points of view, who
try to take over the hospital.
Science, as art and theatre, seeks for the meaning
of human existence. How are they connected?

Güneş Terkol (Turkey)

Project: Sewing Stories
Biography
Güneş Terkol was born in 1981 in Ankara, Turkey. She
lives and works in Istanbul, Turkey. She takes inspiration
from her immediate surroundings, collecting materials
and stories which she weaves into her sewing pieces,
videos, sketches and musical compositions. She is also
a member of the HaZaVuZu artist collective and the
GuGuOu band.
Residency project

The collaborative aspect of making art is essential to
her practice, as it brings women together, providing a
space in which they can speak about their experiences
as women, and giving greater visibility to women’s
voices. Güneş Terkol plans to make her new banner
workshop in Paris during her residency.
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Güneş Terkol has organized workshops with women
in Turkey, China, Germany, Italy, Austria and the UK,
where women with different backgrounds come
together to create art collectively. Güneş Terkol
developed this idea of workshops while she was a
member of a feminist art collective.
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A Look Back at
the previous Edition
As of today, Art Explora and the Cité internationale des arts have welcomed 33 artists for three sessions of six months.
March 2022 to August 2022:

September 2021 to February 2022:

March to August 2021:

Brook Andrew
(Australia)

Chino Amobi
(USA)

Dineo Seshee Bopape
(South Africa)

Fátima Rodrigo Gonzales
(Peru)

Liz Johnson Artur
(United Kingdom, Russia and Ghana)

Mohssin Harraki
(Morocco)

Evan Ifekoya
(Nigeria)

Rina Banerjee
(USA and India)

Hamedine Kane
(Mauritania)

Agnieszka Kurant
(Poland)

Nicholas Grafia
(Germany, USA and Philippines)

Maya Minder
(Switzerland)

Adam Linder
(Australia)

Adriana Lara
(Mexico)

Sara Ouhaddou
(France and Morocco)

Salman Nawati
(Palestine)

Monica Narula
(India)

Achraf Touloub
(France and Morocco)

Christelle Oyiri
(France)

Anri Sala
(Germany and Albania)

Stéphane Verlet-Bottéro
(France)

Emilija Škarnulytė
(Lithuania)

Tomo Savić-Gecan
(Croatia and Netherlands)

Akram Zaatari
(Lebanon)

Charwei Tsai
(Taiwan)

Ramaya Tegegne
(Switzerland)

Sophie Houdart & Mélanie Pavy
(DUO, France)

Martha Wilson
(USA)

Natsuko Uchino
(France and Japan)

Oulimata Gueye & Maarten Vanden
Eynde
(DUO, France and Netherlands)

Raphaël Grisey & Bouba Touré
(DUO, France and Mali)
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Croisements: les
Rencontres
de Montmartre
Photo: Maurine Tric

A key element of Art Explora’s overall
mission is to share creative work with all
types of audiences, including those with
the least access to art, and to promote
encounters with artists. Art Explora and
the Cité internationale des arts organise
different events of artist encounters,
among them the festival Croisements: les
rencontres de Montmartre.
One of these celebrations, which takes
place in February, opens the artist
residencies in Montmartre to a number
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of associations devoted to grassroots
work in culture, the arts, or education,
among others. The second festival, hosted
in July, proposes a full weekend of open
doors to our residencies for all publics.
During the weekend, the site is open to
visitors, who can also visit the artists’
studios, participate in workshops, attend
performances and film screenings, and
visit a group exhibition. The last July
edition brought together 1500 people over
three days, aided by 20 volunteers from
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the Art Explora Foundation.
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About Art Explora

About Cité internationale des arts

Sharing arts and culture with everyone

The Cité internationale des arts is an artistic residency that
brings together artists in the heart of Paris and allows them to
implement a creative or research project in any disciplines.

Art Explora shares arts and culture with everyone - locally,
nationally and internationally inspiring new encounters between
arts and audiences. We work in partnership with artists, cultural
organisations and communities, exploring all art forms, and
creating unforgettable cultural experiences. Our imaginative,
contemporary approach encourages new forms of access,
participation and engagement with arts and culture, pushing
boundaries with digital technology and mobile programming.
Let’s unlock the power of arts, together!
Founded by Frédéric Jousset, Art Explora is a collective journey
bringing together many partners and more than 1600 volunteers.

For periods of two months to one year, the Cité internationale
des arts – with a team of 50 people – allows artists to work in an
environment that is conducive to creation and open to meetings
with professionals from the cultural milieu. Residents receive
customized support from the Cité internationale des arts team.
Whether in the Marais or in Montmartre, the residents benefit
from live-in studios in an environment where they mix with more
than 300 artworld figures and actors of all generations and
multiple nationalities and disciplines.

CONTACTS
For Art Explora

Art Explora Press Agency

For Cité internationale des arts

Léa Forget

Armance Communication

Angélique Veillé

Head of communication

Romain Mangion – Auriane Roussel

Head of communication

lea.forget@artexplora.org

artexplora@armance.com

angelique.veille@citedesartsparis.fr

T. +33 (0) 6 27 87 41 81

Follow us
www.artexplora.org
Production : Nooga.fr
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